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Gene-Silencing Screen for Mammalian Axon Regeneration
Identifies Inpp5f (Sac2) as an Endogenous Suppressor of
Repair after Spinal Cord Injury
X Yixiao Zou,* X Massimiliano Stagi,* Xingxing Wang, Kazim Yigitkanli, X Chad S. Siegel, Fubito Nakatsu,
X William B. J. Cafferty, and X Stephen M. Strittmatter
Cellular Neuroscience, Neurodegeneration and Repair Program, Interdepartmental Neuroscience Program, Departments of Neurology and Neurobiology,
Yale University School of Medicine, New Haven, Connecticut 06536

Axonal growth and neuronal rewiring facilitate functional recovery after spinal cord injury. Known interventions that promote neural
repair remain limited in their functional efficacy. To understand genetic determinants of mammalian CNS axon regeneration, we completed an unbiased RNAi gene-silencing screen across most phosphatases in the genome. We identified one known and 17 previously
unknown phosphatase suppressors of injury-induced CNS axon growth. Silencing Inpp5f (Sac2) leads to robust enhancement of axon
regeneration and growth cone reformation. Results from cultured Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ neurons confirm lentiviral shRNA results from the screen.
Consistent with the nonoverlapping substrate specificity between Inpp5f and PTEN, rapamycin does not block enhanced regeneration in
Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ neurons, implicating mechanisms independent of the PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway. Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ mice develop normally, but
show enhanced anatomical and functional recovery after mid-thoracic dorsal hemisection injury. More serotonergic axons sprout and/or
regenerate caudal to the lesion level, and greater numbers of corticospinal tract axons sprout rostral to the lesion. Functionally, Inpp5fnull mice exhibit enhanced recovery of motor functions in both open-field and rotarod tests. This study demonstrates the potential of an
unbiased high-throughput functional screen to identify endogenous suppressors of CNS axon growth after injury, and reveals Inpp5f
(Sac2) as a novel suppressor of CNS axon repair after spinal cord injury.
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Significance Statement
The extent of axon regeneration is a critical determinant of neurological recovery from injury, and is extremely limited in the adult
mammalian CNS. We describe an unbiased gene-silencing screen that uncovered novel molecules suppressing axonal regeneration. Inpp5f (Sac2) gene deletion promoted recovery from spinal cord injury with no side effects. The mechanism of action is
distinct from another lipid phosphatase implicated in regeneration, PTEN. This opens new pathways for investigation in spinal
cord injury research. Furthermore the screening methodology can be applied on a genome wide scale to discovery the entire set of
mammalian genes contributing to axonal regeneration.

Introduction
Spinal cord injury (SCI) is a debilitating condition without effective medical treatment. Enhancing axon growth after injury is an
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attractive strategy for therapeutic intervention. Targeting inhibitory ligands such as CSPG (Bradbury et al., 2002), Nogo (Chen et
al., 2000; GrandPré et al., 2000), MAG (Mukhopadhyay et al.,
1994), and OMgp (Wang et al., 2002), or their neuronal receptors
and signal transduction factors such as NgR1 (Fournier et al.,
2001; Kim et al., 2004), PirB (Atwal et al., 2008), PTPRS (Lang et
al., 2015), RhoA (Dergham et al., 2002), and ROCK (Fournier et
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al., 2003), or targeting inhibitory factors intrinsic to injured neurons, such as PTEN (Park et al., 2008), PDE4 (Nikulina et al.,
2004), KLF4 (Moore et al., 2009), and SOCS3 (Smith et al., 2009),
have led to enhanced axon growth and recovery in various preclinical models. Despite remarkable progress, we still lack a complete understanding of the repertoire of genetic factors that
restrict recovery after CNS trauma. From a therapeutic perspective, identification of novel suppressors of axon growth is important for developing single-agent as well as combinatorial
therapeutics (Cafferty et al., 2010; Sun et al., 2011; Lewandowski
and Steward, 2014).
Functional genetic screens have the potential to uncover new
pathways that regulate axon regeneration. PTEN, as a suppressor
of regeneration, was identified from a survey of six genes in optic
nerve regeneration (Park et al., 2008). KLF4’s role is derived from
overexpressing 111 developmentally regulated genes in hippocampal neurite outgrowth (Moore et al., 2009). Overexpression screens of cortical neurite outgrowth have revealed novel
axon growth regulators (Blackmore et al., 2010; Buchser et al.,
2010). The role of DLK-1 (MAP3K12) as a kinase required for
initiation of regeneration was revealed by an unbiased RNAi lossof-function screen in GABAergic axons of Caenorhabditis elegans
(Hammarlund et al., 2009). Furthermore, identification of EFA-6
from a screen using C. elegans mutant alleles (Chen et al., 2011)
substantially added to our understanding of how microtubule
stability contributes to axon regeneration (Ertürk et al., 2007;
Hellal et al., 2011). To date, a loss-of-function screen tailored to
identify endogenous suppressors of axon regeneration in mammalian primary CNS neurons has not been reported.
We focused on phosphatases because of their limited number
in the mammalian genome (⬍300), the relative feasibility of developing small molecule inhibitors to block phosphatases, and
known examples of phosphatases acting as suppressors of CNS
regeneration. For instance, protein tyrosine phosphatase, receptor S (PTPRS) serves as a receptor to extrinsic inhibitor CSPG
(Shen et al., 2009). The related phosphatase, LAR, may cooperate
with PTPRS as a CSPG receptor (Fry et al., 2010; Fisher et al.,
2011). PTEN is a lipid phosphatase that metabolizes PI(3,4,5)P3
and suppresses axon regeneration by negatively regulating the
PI3K/mTOR pathway (Park et al., 2008).
Here, we report an RNAi-mediated functional screen to identify phosphatases that inhibit axon regeneration in mouse cortical neurons. We identified 18 phosphatase suppressors from the
screen, including one known inhibitor of axon growth (PTEN)
and 17 novel genes. We report enhanced axon growth and functional recovery after SCI in mice with targeted deletion of one
phosphatase hit, Inpp5f (Sac2). These findings validate this functional genomics approach and establish Inpp5f inactivation as a
potential therapeutic approach to improve recovery after SCI.

Materials and Methods
Cortical axon regeneration screen. Cortices from E17.5 C57BL/6 mice
embryos were dissected in ice-cold Hibernate E Minus Calcium medium
(catalog #HE-Ca; BrainBits) and incubated in 5 ml of digestion medium
for 30 min at 37°C. The digestion medium contains papain (25 U/ml;
catalog #LS003127; Worthington Biochemical), DNAse I (2000 U/ml;
catalog #10104159001; Roche), 2.5 mM EDTA, and 1.5 mM CaCl2 diluted
in plating medium. Plating medium is composed of 500 ml Neurobasal A
(catalog #10888-022; Life Technologies) supplemented with 5 ml of 100
mM sodium pyruvate (catalog #11360-070; Life Technologies), 5 ml of
100⫻ GlutaMAX (catalog #35050-061; Life Technologies), 5 ml of 100⫻
penicillin-streptomycin (catalog #15140-122; Life Technologies), and 10
ml of 50⫻ B-27 supplement (catalog #17504-001; Life Technologies).
Digested tissues were washed once in 10 ml Neurobasal A medium, trit-
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urated 10 –15 times in 1.5 ml of plating medium, and then passed
through a 40 m cell strainer (catalog #352340; Corning) to remove large
chunks of debris. Cells were plated on 96-well poly-lysine-coated plates
(catalog #354413; Corning) at a density of 50,000 cells per well in 200 l
of plating medium. Lentiviral particles targeting 219 phosphatases using
1086 unique shRNA clones (SM0431; Sigma) were added on DIV 5 to
achieve a minimum multiplicity of infection of 10. On DIV 8, 96-well
cultures were scraped using a custom-fabricated 96-pin array as described previously (Huebner et al., 2011) and allowed to regenerate for
another 72 h before fixing with 4% paraformaldehyde. Regenerating
axons in the scrape zone were visualized using an antibody against ␤3tubulin (1:2000, mouse monoclonal; catalog #G712A; Promega).
Growth cones were visualized by staining for F-actin using Alexa 568conjugated phalloidin (10 nM; catalog #A12380; Life Technologies). Cell
density was visualized using nuclear marker DAPI (0.2 g/ml; catalog
#D9542; Sigma). Images were taken on a 10⫻ objective in an automated
high-throughput imager (ImageXpress Micro XLS; Molecular Devices)
under identical conditions. Regeneration zone identification, image
thresholding, and quantitation were performed blind to treatment conditions either in ImageJ or using an automated MATLAB script.
Characterization of INPP5F/Inpp5f mRNA expression. INPP5F expression in different adult human tissues was measured using RNA-seq
by the Illumina Human Body Map 2.0 project. Data were accessed via
NCBI AceView (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/IEB/Research/Acembly/
av.cgi?db⫽human&c⫽Gene&l⫽INPP5F). For comparison, human brain
expression of PTEN was accessed from the same database (http://www.ncbi. n l
m . n i h . g o v / I E B / R e s e a r c h / A c e m b l y / a v . c g i ? d b⫽h u m a n & c⫽
G e n e & l⫽P T E N). To quantify the extent of Inpp5f gene knockdown
after treating with lentiviral shRNA particles, total RNA was harvested
from cortical culture in 96-well plates 3 d after adding viruses by applying
30 l of TRIzol reagent (catalog #15596-026; Life Technologies) to each
well. To quantify levels of Inpp5f mRNA expression in different brain
regions before or 7 d after SCI, mice were deeply anesthetized by CO2 and
decapitated. Different brain regions were rapidly dissected on ice and
snap frozen in liquid nitrogen. One milliliter of TRIzol reagent was later
added per 50 –100 mg of tissue. Total RNA was prepared according to the
TRIzol reagent protocol. cDNA was then produced by assembling the
following reverse transcription PCR: 1 g of total RNA, 0.5 l M-MuLV
Reverse Transcriptase and 2.5 l 10⫻ buffer (enzyme at 200,000 U/ml
stock concentration; catalog #M0253S; New England BioLabs), 1.5 l
Random Primer 9 (50 M stock; catalog #S1254S; New England BioLabs), 1 l dNTP (10 mM stock’ catalog #U151A; Promega), and brought
to 25 l total reaction volume with DEPC water. PCR program is 30°C
for 10 min, 42°C for 40 min, and 99°C for 5 min. cDNA of each sample
was then used for real-time qPCR in the following reaction: 1 l cDNA,
5 l iQ master mix (catalog #170-8860; Bio-Rad), 3.5 l ddH2O, and 0.5
l gene expression assay targeting mouse Inpp5f (20⫻ stock,
Mm00724391 m1p Life Technologies). qPCR was performed on a BioRad CFX Connect Real-Time PCR Detection System using standard cycles. GAPDH was used as loading control. Three biological samples were
used per condition. Each sample was loaded in triplicates.
Localization of Inpp5f protein in neurons. Primary mouse cortical neurons were dissociated from E17.5 mice embryos as described above and
seeded on 18 mm poly-D-lysine-coated glass coverslips at a density of
40,000 cells/cm 2. Five coverslips were housed in each 60 mm Petri dish
containing 3 ml of medium. During initial plating, plating medium as
described above was supplemented with 1% FBS (catalog #16000-044;
Life Technologies). Four hours after plating, medium was replaced to
FBS-free plating medium. One milliliter of medium was removed and 2
ml of fresh medium was added every 7 d. On DIV 16, neurons were
double transfected with C-terminal GFP-tagged, full-length mouse
Inpp5f and cytosolic tdTomato constructs using the calcium phosphate
method. On DIV 21, neurons were imaged live on a spinning disk confocal microscope (UltraVIEW; PerkinElmer).
Sensitivity to rapamycin inhibition. Single-embryo primary cortical
cultures were prepared from E17.5 pregnant Inpp5f ⫹/⫺ females mated
with Inpp5f ⫹/⫺ males. Tail clips were saved from each embryo for later
genotyping. Dissection, trituration, and plating were all performed separately for each embryo. Care was taken to avoid cross-contamination.
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Sigma) constructs using the Amaxa Mouse
Neuron Nucleofector Kit (VPG-1001; Lonza).
Neurons (8 ⫻ 10 6) were mixed with 5 g of
total DNA (1:1 ratio between GFP and shRNA)
for each nucleofection reaction under conditions listed in manufacturer’s protocol.
Nucleofected neurons were plated at 60,000
cells per well in 200 l of plating medium on
96-well plates. On every seventh day, 50% of
the culture medium was replaced with fresh
medium. Scrape injury occurred on DIV 8 and
immediately afterward cultures either received
rapamycin (300 nM) or DMSO vehicle control
diluted in plating medium. Final DMSO concentration is 0.0005% for both treatment
groups. Seventy-two hours after scrape, cultures were imaged live and GFP⫹ processes
that regenerated into the scraped region were
quantified in ImageJ. Immunostaining for
phospho-S6 ribosomal protein (catalog #2211;
Cell Signaling Technology; 1:100) and Western
blot for phospho-mTOR (catalog #5536; Cell
Signaling Technology; 1:1000), mTOR (catalog #2983; Cell Signaling Technology; 1:1000),
and actin (catalog #3700; Cell Signaling Technology) were performed by following standard
protocols using primary antibodies as
indicated.
Mice and surgeries. Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ mice is a gift
from Dr. Jonathan Epstein, University of
Pennsylvania (Zhu et al., 2009). All experimental procedures were performed in compliance
with animal protocols approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at Yale
University. For genotyping, genomic DNA
was extracted from ear clip samples using
REDExtract-N-Amp Tissue PCR Kit (catalog
#XNAT; Sigma) and genotyped with the following primers: Wt fwd ⬘5-TTA CCT GCT
GTT CAT GTC TGT GGC-3⬘; Wt rev ⬘5CAC CAA TAG CTG ACC ATC CAG AGC-3⬘;
Mut fwd ⬘5-ATA TTG AAA CCC ACG GCA
TGG TGC-3⬘; Mut rev ⬘5-TTT GAT GGA
Figure 1. RNAi-mediated functional screen identifies phosphatase suppressors of CNS axon growth after injury. a, Images from CCA TTT CGG CAC AGC-3⬘. The wild-type
the RNAi-mediated functional screen. Each of the six large parts is from a different shRNA species, as indicated. The largest of the amplicon is 214 bp and the mutant amplicon is
three subparts from each case shows ␤III-tubulin staining of axonal growth. The uninjured zone is at the extreme left border and 323 bp. Wild-type and mutant reactions were
the right 80% of the micrograph shows the extent of regenerative growth. Note that knockdown of each of these five genes run separately using a touchdown PCR protoincreased axonal regeneration. Upper right, DAPI staining of cell nuclei in the uninjured zone. There is no consistent difference in col. Adult (3–5 months old) female Inpp5f ⫺/⫺
cell density or cell survival with these shRNAs. The density of cell nuclei in the scraped zone is very low, ⬍2% of that in the mice and their littermate controls (including
uninjured zone (data not shown). Bottom right, ␤III-tubulin of axons (green) together with phalloidin staining of F-actin (red) to both Inpp5f ⫹/⫺ and WT animals) were used
illustrate regenerating axonal growth cones. b, Z-scores of all phosphatases screened. Gene names of all phosphatases with a for SCI experiments. All animals received a
Z-score ⬎ 1 (i.e., above the gray-shaded zone) are labeled. c, Fold change in regeneration after knocking down phosphatases that subcutaneous injection of Buprenex 30 min
metabolize water-insoluble and water-soluble inositol phosphates. The data for each gene are pooled from n ⫽ 8 –10 values, before surgery at 0.1 mg/kg. Mice were first
derived from four to five shRNAs each assayed in duplicates, mean ⫾ SEM. d, Fold change in regeneration of several other top hits anesthetized with 4% isoflurane and mainfrom the phosphatase screen.
tained with 3% isoflurane throughout the procedure. Dorsal hemisection was performed as
described previously (Duffy et al., 2012). First,
As described above, neurons were plated at 50,000 cells per well in 200 l
dorsal spinal cord was exposed at T6 and T7 levels by laminectomy. Dura
of plating medium on 96-well plates. Fifty percent medium change was
mater was then pierced and a pair of microscissors was used to lesion the
performed every 7 d. Scrape injury occurred on DIV 12 and immediately
spinal cord to a depth of 1.0 mm to completely sever the dorsal and
afterward, cultures either received rapamycin (300 nM; LC Laboratories;
dorsolateral corticospinal tract (CST). Lateral aspect of the spinal cord
R-5000) or DMSO vehicle control diluted in plating medium. Final
was scraped with a 30 gauge needle to ensure completeness of the lesion.
DMSO concentration is 0.0005% for both treatment groups. SeventyMuscle and skin overlying the lesion were sutured with 4.0 vicryl. All
two hours after scrape, culture was fixed and stained for DAPI and ␤3animals received subcutaneous injection of 100 mg/kg ampicillin and 0.1
tubulin. To test whether enhanced axon regeneration after PTEN
mg/kg Buprenex twice a day for the first 2 d after surgery and additional
inactivation is sensitive to rapamycin inhibition in the scrape assay, priinjections later as necessary.
mary cortical neurons were prepared from E17.5 WT embryos as
Tracing. To trace the CST, biotin dextran amine (BDA; 0.1 g/ml in
described above and cotransfected with either myristoylated GFP plus
sterile ddH2O, MW ⫽ 10,000, catalog #D-1956; Life Technologies) was
nontargeting shRNA (SHC002; Sigma) constructs or myristoylated GFP
injected into the sensorimotor cortex to anterogradely label the CST. In
plus mouse PTEN shRNA (SHCLND-NM 008960 TRCN0000028992;
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each animal, 300 nl of BDA was injected at each
of the five sites (coordinates from bregma in
mediolateral/anterior–posterior format in
mm: 1.0/0.0, 1.5/1.5, 1.5/0.5, 1.5/⫺0.5, 1.5/
⫺1.5) for a total of 1.5 l volume. Mice were
kept for an additional 14 d before being killed.
Histology and immunohistochemistry. Mice
were given a lethal dose of anesthesia and transcardially perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde. Brains and spinal cords were isolated,
embedded in 10% gelatin, and postfixed in 4%
paraformaldehyde overnight at 4°C. Serial sections (40 m) were collected on a vibratome
(VT1000S; Leica). Transverse sections were
collected at C7 cervical enlargements and L2
lumbar enlargements. Furthermore, a 10 mm
block of spinal cord including the thoracic lesion site (from ⫺5 mm rostral to ⫹5 mm caudal) was excised from each animal and
sectioned sagittally, collecting every single section. In addition, a block of tissue was excised
immediately anterior to the sagittally sectioned Figure 2. Inpp5f (Sac2) silencing increases CNS axon growth and growth cone formation after injury. a, Protein domain
block and sectioned transversely. Severity of le- organization of human INPP5F. b, Silencing Inpp5f using an independent preparation of high-titer shRNA lentiviral particles
sion was quantified via phase-contrast micros- increases axon regrowth after scrape injury. Data are mean ⫾ SEM from n ⫽ 24 wells on 96-well plate per condition. *p ⬍ 0.05,
copy by measuring the length of intact cord at Student’s t test. c, Inpp5f shRNA lentiviral infection effectively silences Inpp5f transcription by ⬎90%. Data are mean ⫾ SEM from
the lesion center and the length of total cord n ⫽ 12 wells on 96-well plate per condition. ***p ⬍ 0.001, Student’s t test. d, Inpp5f inactivation strongly enhances the density
sufficiently removed from the lesion center on of regenerating growth cones in the scraped region. High-titer lentiviral particles were used for all genes targeted. Note that
every sagittal section using phase-contrast mi- among hits from the primary screen, inactivating Lppr4, Ptpdc1, and Impa1 also lead to a significantly increased number of growth
croscopy. To detect 5-HT (or serotonin), sec- cones in the scraped region. ***p ⬍ 0.001, *p ⬍ 0.05, one-way ANOVA followed by Dunnett’s post hoc test. Data are mean ⫾ SEM
tions were blocked and permeabilized in a from n ⫽ 24 wells on 96-well plates per condition. Ctrl, control.
solution consisting of 10% normal donkey serum (NDS) and 0.2% Triton X-100 in PBS
struments) test was used as a measure of motor coordination, where mice
(0.2% PBST) for 1 h at room temperature. Primary antibodies (1:10,000;
were challenged to stay on a rotating rod for as long as possible before
rabbit polyclonal; catalog #20080; ImmunoStar) were diluted in 5% NDS
falling off. Mice were tested on two sessions: pre-injury and on day 35
and 0.2% PBST and incubated with sections at 4°C overnight. Sections
after injury. The longest time of the three runs in one session were taken
were washed 3⫻ for 10 min each in PBS. Alexa 555-conjugated donkey
as the mouse’s performance. Mice were allowed to acclimate on the
anti-rabbit secondary antibody (1:500; donkey-anti-rabbit; catalog
stationary drum for 2 min before start. Mice were allowed to rest for 2–3
#A31572; Life Technologies) was applied for 2 h in room temperature.
min between individual runs within one session. The rotating drum has
To detect BDA-labeled fibers, BDA staining was performed using a
an initial speed of four rotations per minute (rpm) and an acceleration of
tagged avidin reaction (Vectastain ABC; catalog #PK-4000; Vector
0.3 rpm/s.
Laboratories) and following protocols of the TSA cyanine 3 amplifiStatistics. For comparison between two groups, two-tailed t test ascation system (catalog #NEL744001KT; PerkinElmer).
suming unequal variance was used. For comparison among three or
Axonal counting and quantifications. All quantification was performed
more groups, one-way ANOVA was used first and, if significant differblind to genotypes. To quantify total CST axons labeled, BDA⫹ CST
ences detected, post hoc pairwise tests were used to compare each group
fibers were counted in the dorsal column CST bundle at the level of
mean with the control mean with Dunnett’s correction, or multiple comcervical enlargement. Images were collected on a confocal microscope
parisons were corrected by Tukey’s method. Measurements taken at dif(LSM710; Zeiss) with 63⫻ objective. Axons were counted in three repferent time points or at various anatomical distances in two groups of
resentative rectangular areas (6000 m 2) per section on two sections.
animals were compared using one-way repeated-measure ANOVA, with
The number of labeled axons was calculated by adjusting counted area to
post hoc tests at specific times if the series were significantly different.
total area of the main CST bundle. To quantify the number of CST
Analyses were conducted using Excel and SPSS.
sprouting axons in transverse sections, a vertical line was drawn at 200
m ipsilateral to the sagittal midline and all BDA⫹ fibers that cross the
Results
line were counted. For each mouse, at least six sections were imaged using
Gene-silencing screen identifies phosphatase suppressors of
20⫻ objective on LSM710 and analyzed. Density of sprouting CST fibers
axon regeneration
near the lesion were quantified by drawing vertical lines at ⫺5, ⫺3, ⫺2,
To comprehensively assess the roles of phosphatases in mamma⫺1, 0, 1, 2, and 3 mm from the lesion on the computer screen and the
lian CNS axon regeneration, we targeted 219 phosphatases for
number of BDA⫹ fibers outside the main CST bundle crossing each line
was counted under a 20⫻ objective lens on a Zeiss Z1 Imager. Every
knockdown using 1086 shRNA clones (TRC1 shRNA library;
section of the whole spinal cord was analyzed. To quantify the density of
Sigma Aldrich). Screening was performed on dissociated mouse
5-HT⫹ axons innervating the ventral horns in transverse sections, a line
cortical neurons in a 96-well format (Huebner et al., 2011).
500 m long that bisects the ventral horn was drawn at each ventral horn.
Briefly, lentiviral particles encoding single shRNA clones were
The number of 5-HT⫹ axons crossing the line was counted in both
added to neurons on DIV 5. Three days later, a custom-made
ventral horns on each section. At least three sections from each mouse
96-pin array was used to mechanically abrade all cellular strucwere imaged using 20⫻ objective on LSM710 and analyzed.
tures from the scraped zone (Huebner et al., 2011). Seventy-two
Behavioral testing. All behavioral tests were performed by two rehours after scrape, neurons were fixed and immunostained to
searchers unaware of the genotype of the mice. We used the Basso Mouse
visualize axons (␤III-tubulin) and nuclei (DAPI). Under these
Scale (BMS) as a measure of open-field locomotion (Basso et al., 2006).
conditions, MAP2-positive dendrites extend only short distances
BMS has a quantitative scale from 0 to 9. Observations were made once
from the scrape border (data not shown) and contribute minipre-injury and weekly following hemisection. Rotarod (Columbus In-
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myotubularin-related phosphatases. Mtmr9
forms heterodimers with Mtmr6, 7, and 8
to facilitate removal of 3-phosphate from
PI(3)P, PI(3,5)P2, and water-soluble inositol 1,3 bisphosphate, Ins(1,3)P2 (Zou et
al., 2012). The product of two other hit
genes regulate water-soluble inositol
phosphates (Majerus, 1992). Inpp1 removes 1-phosphate from Ins(1,3,4)P3
and Ins(1,4)P2. Impa1 removes the single
phosphate from Ins(1)P, Ins(3)P, and
Ins(4)P.
Silencing Inpp5f (Sac2) leads to robust
axon regeneration with increased
growth cones
To validate putative suppressors identified from the primary screen, we obtained
high-titer lentiviral shRNA particles targeting each one as well as nontargeting
controls and repeated the axon regeneration assay. In addition to assessing ␤IIItubulin⫹ regrowth 72 h after scrape, we
quantified density of growth cones (Phalloidin⫹ puncta at the tip of ␤IIItubulin⫹ axons) in the injury zone (Figs.
Figure 3. Tissue level and subcellular expression patterns of INPP5F/Inpp5f. a, Human INPP5F expression is highly enriched in
1a, 2d). Suppressing Inpp5f expression
the adult brain. Data are from the Illumina Human Body Map 2.0. b, Inpp5f is widely expressed in the adult mouse brain at the
leads to robust increases both in ␤IIImRNA level. Expression persists in primary motor cortex and brainstem after dorsal hemisection injury of the spinal cord. Tissues
tubulin⫹
axon regrowth and density of
were harvested 7 d after injury. Data are mean ⫾ SEM for n ⫽ 3 mice. N.S., p ⬎ 0.05, Student’s t test. Each sample was tested in
triplicate per condition. c, Inpp5f::GFP fusion protein expressed in DIV 21 primary mouse cortical neurons is localized in the growth cones (Fig. 2b). Of the 18 genes
scored as hits on our axonal regeneration
cytoplasm of soma, dendrites, and axons, matching the pattern of coexpressed cytosolic marker, tdTomato. Scale bar, 50 m.
screen, Inpp5f scored consistently as the
RNAi that most strongly increased the
mally to the regeneration signal, which is primarily axonal. Plates
density of growth cones formed in the scrape region. Consistent
were imaged using a high-content imaging system and paramewith the strong effect of shRNA lentiviral particles targeting
ters relevant to regeneration were quantified using automated
Inpp5f, the Inpp5f mRNA transcript was suppressed by ⬎90% in
analysis algorithms (MATLAB and ImageJ). In particular, we
primary cortical cultures (Fig. 2c). Moreover, neurons cultured
from mice lacking functional Inpp5f regenerated axons more
quantified the level of ␤III-tubulin-immunoreactive axon regrowth into the scraped area and density of nuclei in unscraped
effectively than wild-type neurons (Fig. 4; data not shown).
region adjacent to the scrape zone (Fig. 1a). To eliminate biases
due to variations in regeneration from plate to plate, we normalInpp5f (Sac2) expression is consistent with suppression of
ized ␤III-tubulin⫹ regeneration in each well by the averaged
recovery after SCI
level of regeneration across 96 wells on the same plate. The entire
If Inpp5f functions to substantially limit neural repair after adult
screen was performed twice on duplicated sets of plates. We
CNS injury, then it must be expressed in adult CNS neurons with
pooled all wells across two replicates that received shRNA clones
limited regenerative phenotype. RNA-seq data expressed in fragtargeting the same phosphatase and computed the mean and
ments per kilobase of exon per million fragments mapped
variance of regeneration for each phosphatase targeted. To rank
(FPKM) from lllumina Human Body Map 2.0 indicate that
the phosphatases and identify the strongest suppressors of injuryINPP5F is expressed at a higher level in adult brain than PTEN at
induced axon regeneration, we defined a Z-score for each tarthe mRNA level. PTEN itself ranks within the top 12.5% of highgeted phosphatase as the number of SDs that the gene-specific
est expressed genes in the adult human brain (INPP5F vs PTEN,
mean differs from the grand mean. Because regeneration levels
161 vs 65.5 FPKM, NCBI AceView). Among 16 different tissue
are normalized on each plate, the grand mean is one. With this
types examined, INPP5F expression in humans is highly selective
measure, we identified 18 phosphatases with a Z-score ⬎ 1 for
to brain (Fig. 3a). Expression level in the brain is more than eight
times higher than that in the second and third highest tissue types
further consideration (Fig. 1b).
A group of phosphatases that regulates inositol phosphate me(testes and ovary). The brain-specific pattern of Inpp5f exprestabolism was prominent among the hit genes (Fig. 1c). Aside from
sion reduces potential side effects that might manifest from inacPTEN, which removes the 3-phosphate from PI(3,4,5)P3, the protivating Inpp5f in the periphery, therefore, adding to its favorable
teins encoded by two other hit genes regulate phosphoinositide meprofile as a therapeutic target for clinical translation.
tabolism. Inpp5f is a 4-phosphatase whose substrate is PI4P (Hsu et
To investigate functions of Inpp5f in the CNS, we examined
al., 2015; Nakatsu et al., 2015), although previous studies have sugexpression of mouse Inpp5f with and without SCI. Mouse Inpp5f
gested it acts a 5-phosphatase, which removes the 5-phosphate
is widely expressed in the adult brain at the mRNA level, includgroup from PI(4,5)P2 and PI(3,4,5)P3 (Minagawa et al., 2001; Zhu
ing the primary cortices, brainstem, striatum, cerebellum, spinal
et al., 2009). Mtmr9 is a catalytically inactive member of the
cord, and dorsal root ganglia (Fig. 3b). Furthermore, cortical
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expression includes all layers and brainstem expression includes the raphe nuclei
in the Allen Brain Atlas (Lein et al., 2007).
Furthermore, Inpp5f expression persists
at high levels in mouse primary motor
cortex and brainstem 7 d after midthoracic hemisection injury (Fig. 3b). Expression levels are comparable before and
after injury. Within DIV 21 cortical neurons, the protein is observed throughout
processes, in tapered dendrites and in axons (Fig. 3c). Expression data in human
and mice brain support Inpp5f’s role as a
putative suppressor of regeneration of descending tracts and recovery of motor
functions after SCI.
Inpp5f and PTEN suppress CNS axon
regeneration via distinct mechanisms
Because Inpp5f had been reported to metabolize PI(3,4,5)P3 by removing the
5-phosphate group (Minagawa et al., 2001;
Zhu et al., 2009), we considered whether its
mechanism of action might overlap with
that of PTEN. PTEN suppresses CNS axon
regeneration by removing the 3-phosphate
group from PI(3,4,5)P3, therefore, reducing
activation of the PI3K/mTOR pathway. It is
known that the mTORC1 inhibitor rapamycin abolishes the growth-enhancing effects of PTEN inactivation in optic nerve
regeneration (Park et al., 2008) and compensatory sprouting from the adult corticospinal tract (Lee et al., 2014). Therefore, we
tested whether increased regeneration Figure 4. Sensitivity of Inpp5f inactivation induced axon growth to rapamycin. a, Regrowth of ␤III-tubulin⫹ axons after
caused by loss of Inpp5f or PTEN is sensitive scrape, with or without genomic deletion of Inpp5f and with or without presence of rapamycin (300 nM). The uninjured zone is at
to rapamycin inhibition using the scrape the left border of images. Notice enhanced regrowth of Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ axons, with or without rapamycin. Scale bar, 50 m. b,
Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ neurons show enhanced regeneration after scrape injury. Enhanced axon growth is not sensitive to rapamycin (300
assay.
Inpp5f removal was achieved by using nM) inhibition, demonstrating mTORC1-independent mechanisms of action. ***p ⬍ 0.01, ****p ⬍ 0.0001, one-way ANOVA
Tukey’s correction. Data are mean ⫾ SEM for n ⫽ 36 wells from three Inpp5f ⫺/⫺
Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ neurons and compared aga- followed by post hoc pairwise comparison with⫹/⫺
or WT embryos per condition. All embryos are cultured independently without
inst Inpp5f ⫹/⫺ or WT littermate controls. embryos and n ⫽ 84 wells from seven Inpp5f
mixing of cells. Ctrl, control. c, Phospho-S6 (pS6) ribosomal protein immunoreactivity in primary cortical neurons 3 d after scrape
Cultures were scraped on DIV 12. PTEN re- injury. Note comparable levels of pS6 kinase signal in control versus Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ neurons after vehicle treatment, but absence of
moval was achieved by nucleofection of dis- pS6 kinase signal from neurons of either genotype after 3 d of 300 nM rapamycin treatment. Scale bar, 100 m. d, Three days of 300
sociated WT E17.5 cortical neurons with a nM rapamycin treatment also effectively reduced levels of activated (p-Ser2448) mTOR protein detected by immunoblot of cell
validated shRNA targeting mouse PTEN lysates. e, Enhanced regeneration caused by PTEN inactivation is sensitive to rapamycin (300 nM) inhibition. *p ⬍ 0.05, one-way
and compared against the same WT neu- ANOVA followed by Tukey’s Post hoc pairwise tests. Data are mean ⫾ SEM from n ⫽ 20 –24 wells per condition.
rons nucleofected with a nontargeting control shRNA. To mark transfected cells, a
PTEN inactivation (Fig. 4e). Thus, distinct from PTEN, endogenous
myristoylated GFP driven by CAG promoter construct was coInpp5f suppresses regeneration independently of mTORC1 regulanucleofected with the shRNA plasmids. Eighty percent of GFP⫹
tion. This is consistent with more recent data that the primary subPTEN⫹ cell bodies become GFP⫹ PTEN⫺ on DIV 5. Cultures were
strate of Inpp5f is PI(4)P and the protein participate in regulation of
scraped on DIV 8 and only GFP⫹ processes were analyzed for reendocytosis (Hsu et al., 2015; Nakatsu et al., 2015).
generation. Rapamycin (300 nM) or DMSO vehicle of the same conInpp5f-null mice have normal descending spinal
centration was added to the medium immediately after scrape and
tract projections
maintained during regeneration (Fig. 4). Cultures were fixed at 72 h
To assess the role of Inpp5f in suppressing CNS axon regenerapost injury and quantified for regeneration. Cell lysate harvested at
tion and functional recovery in vivo, we studied gene-targeted
72 h post injury from parallel cultures indicates that rapamycin efmice lacking Inpp5f. As previously characterized (Zhu et al.,
fectively reduces mTOR autophosphorylation (Fig. 4d). Downstream phosphorylation of S6 kinase protein is eliminated by
2009), Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ mice are grossly normal and fertile. Before we
rapamycin treatment (Fig. 4c). While neurons lacking Inpp5f regenassessed the anatomical and behavioral recovery of Inpp5f ⫺/⫺
mice from SCI, we sought to understand the baseline anatomy of
erate more robustly than WT neurons, rapamycin does not alter
two descending spinal tracts without injury, the CST and raregeneration for either genotype (Fig. 4a,b). In contrast, rapamycin
phespinal tract. We anterogradely traced the CST with BDA and
completely abolishes enhanced regeneration after shRNA-mediated
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phespinal tract axons in the spinal cord. The patterns of 5-HT⫹
projections are comparable among WT, Inpp5f ⫹/⫺, and
Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ mice. The main tract descends in a diffuse bundle in
the intermediolateral white matter and main ramifications are
present in the intermediolateral column and in the gray matter.
Because 5-HT⫹ terminals in lumbar ventral horns have a critical
role in facilitating lower limb locomotion, we quantified density
of 5-HT⫹ terminals in the lumbar ventral horn. The densities are
comparable between intact control and Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ animals (Fig.
5g). Both CST and raphespinal tracts develop normally without
Inpp5f.

Figure 5. Increased raphespinal tract growth in Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ mice after T7 dorsal hemisection. a– d, Representative images of the spinal ventral horn in coronal sections from
Inpp5f ⫹/⫺ and Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ mice. a, b, C7 spinal cord. c, d, L2 spinal cord. Scale bar, 100 m.
Dorsal hemisections were performed in 3- to 5-month-old mice. Animals were killed 7 weeks
after injury. Sections were stained for serotonin (5-HT). e, Quantification of 5-HT⫹ fiber density
in a and b. Data are mean ⫾ SEM for n ⫽ 14 control mice and n ⫽ 14 Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ mice. No
significant difference. Student’s t test. f, Quantification of 5-HT⫹ fiber density in c and d. Data
are mean ⫾ SEM for n ⫽ 14 control mice and n ⫽ 14 Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ mice. *p ⬍ 0.05, Student’s
t test. g, Quantification of 5-HT⫹ fiber density in uninjured L2 spinal ventral horns. Data are
mean ⫾ SEM for n ⫽ 5 control mice and n ⫽ 5 Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ mice. No significant difference.
Student’s t test. For all quantifications, at least three sections were randomly selected from each
mouse for measurement. Control mice include both WT and Inpp5f ⫹/⫺ mice. Ctrl, control.

characterized the pattern of BDA⫹ fibers in the spinal cord. WT,
Inpp5f ⫹/⫺, and Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ littermates have indistinguishable
CST anatomy, with most fibers forming a tight bundle in the
dorsal column (Fig. 6a,b). In addition, densities of BDA⫹ fibers
that sprout out from the main CST bundle and terminate in the
gray matter are nearly identical in control and Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ littermates (Fig. 6f ). Thus, CST development and maintenance without injury does not require Inpp5f.
We visualized the raphespinal tract by immunostaining serotonin (5-HT), the neurotransmitter uniquely expressed in ra-

Inpp5f-null mice have enhanced lumbar raphespinal growth
after T7 dorsal hemisection
To understand whether Inpp5f titrates neural repair after CNS
injury, we created T7 dorsal hemisection SCIs in adult Inpp5f ⫺/⫺
and littermate control mice. As a first measure, we visualized
5-HT⫹ terminals in the spinal cord via immunostaining. On day
49 after dorsal hemisection injury, while the density of 5-HT⫹
terminals in the ventral horn region of cervical enlargement is not
different between control and Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ groups (Fig. 5a,b;
quantified in e), the density of ventral horn 5-HT⫹ terminals in
lumbar enlargement is twice as high in Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ group compared with controls (Fig. 5c,d; quantified in f ). Because thoracic
dorsal hemisection cuts most but not all raphespinal tract axons,
we considered whether increased 5-HT⫹ fiber density below the
lesion could be from differences in spared tissue at the lesion
center, possibly due to enhanced neuroprotection in Inpp5f ⫺/⫺
mice. However, the spared tissue at lesion center is not different
between these two groups (25 ⫾ 4 vs 34 ⫾ 4%, mean ⫾ SEM, n ⫽
14 for each group analyzed for 5-HT staining; not significant by
two-sample t test, p ⫽ 0.10; analysis of all mice in Fig. 8a,b).
Therefore, our observation of increased 5-HT⫹ density below
the lesion is most consistent with enhanced serotonergic fiber
sprouting after injury in Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ animals.
Although initial evaluation of development in Inpp5f ⫺/⫺
mice above revealed no alteration in cervical raphespinal fibers
(Fig. 5e), we considered whether the pre-injury baseline 5-HT⫹
density might be greater in the Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ lumbar cord. No developmental effect of Inpp5f deletion was detectable in the lumbar region of uninjured mice even though this region showed
greater postinjury density (Fig. 5g). Thus, there is a selective
postinjury increase in raphespinal innervation for mice lacking
Inpp5f, demonstrating a role for the protein in limiting endogenous neural repair.
Inpp5f-null mice show enhanced CST plasticity after T7
dorsal hemisection
Because the CST plays a pivotal role in voluntary movement for
humans, we investigated the anatomical response of the CST to
SCI in Inpp5f-null mice. The T7 dorsal hemisection adult mice
received injection of BDA into the sensorimotor cortex to trace
the CST unilaterally on day 35 post injury. After 2 week survival,
the total number of BDA⫹ CST fibers counted in the cervical
dorsal columns was comparable between control (n ⫽ 15) and
Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ (n ⫽ 11) littermates, at 971 ⫾ 142 and 1307 ⫾ 185
axons per animal, respectively, mean ⫾ SEM. Incidentally, in two
of 11 Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ animals but none of 15 Inpp5f ⫹/⫺ animals,
BDA⫹ CST axons were observed below the lesion. Consistently,
the density of BDA⫹ CST fibers that branch off the main tract
rostral to the SCI and terminate in the gray matter is significantly
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Figure 6. Increased CST plasticity in Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ mice after T7 dorsal hemisection. a, b, Representative mid-thoracic sagittal section from one Inpp5f ⫹/⫺ and one Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ uninjured, adult
mouse. The CST was labeled by cortical BDA injection; dorsal is up and rostral is left. Note the dense CST bundle near the top and the similar sprouting pattern and density between genotypes.
Sprouting from the bundled CST is measured in f. Scale bar, 100 m. c– e, Representative images of sagittal sections from one Inpp5f ⫹/⫺ and two Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ mice. Dorsal hemisections were
performed in 3- to 5-month-old mice. BDA was injected into the right sensorimotor cortex at 5 weeks post injury and mice were killed 2 weeks later. Sections were stained for BDA. Red triangle
indicates lesion site. Scale bar, 500 m. Notice significantly denser CST sprouts (yellow box insets) in Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ animals compared with the control. f, CSI sprouting is comparable between the
genotypes in mid-thoracic spinal cord in the absence of injury. Measured from section such as in a and b. Data are mean ⫾ SEM for n ⫽ 5 control mice and for n ⫽ 5 Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ mice. No significant
difference between genotypes, Student’s t test. g, Quantification of the density of labeled CST axons sprouting from the main CST bundle 7 weeks after injury. All labeled fibers outside the main CST
bundle on all sagittal sections per animal were counted. Data are mean ⫾ SEM for n ⫽ 15 for control mice and for n ⫽ 11 Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ mice. **p ⬍ 0.01, significant difference between genotypes,
one-way repeated-measure ANOVA; *p ⬍ 0.05, at specific distances. h, i, A trend of enhanced CST sprouting in favor of Inpp5f knock-out animals after SCI, as detected in cervical (h) and upper
thoracic spinal cord (i). Data are mean ⫾ SEM for n ⫽ 15 for control (Ctrl) mice and for n ⫽ 11 Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ mice. No significant difference between genotypes, Student’s t test. Control mice include
both WT and Inpp5f ⫹/⫺ mice.
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Figure 7. Enhanced behavioral recovery in Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ mice after T7 dorsal hemisection. a,
Open-field locomotion performance measured by BMS of Inpp5f ⫹/⫺ and Inpp5f ⫺/⫺mice.
Animals were scored on days 0, 1, 7, 14, 21, 28, and 35 by two experienced observers blinded of
genotype. Data are mean ⫾ SEM for n ⫽ 29 control (Ctrl) mice and for n ⫽ 26 Inpp5f ⫺/⫺
mice. ***p ⬍ 0.001, **p ⬍ 0.01, *p ⬍ 0.05, significant difference between genotypes, oneway repeated-measure ANOVA across time series followed by post hoc test between genotypes
at indicated times. b, c, Rotarod performance of control and Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ animals before and
after injury. *p ⬍ 0.05, significant difference between genotypes after injury. No significant
difference in performance between genotypes before injury. Student’s t test. Data are mean ⫾
SEM for n ⫽ 29 for control mice and for n ⫽ 26 for Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ mice. Control mice include both
WT and Inpp5f ⫹/⫺ mice.

higher in the Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ compared with controls (Fig. 6c– e;
quantified in g; p ⬍ 0.01, one-way repeated-measure ANOVA).
This difference is the most pronounced in thoracic spinal cord
between 1 and 3 mm rostral to the lesion, where CST terminals
are as much as three times more numerous in the Inpp5f ⫺/⫺
group compared with the control group ( p ⬍ 0.05). The magnitude of the difference is progressively less pronounced more
rostral from the lesion site, while a nonsignificant trend in favor
of Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ animals persists in upper thoracic spinal cord (Fig.
6h) and the cervical enlargement (Fig. 6i). Thus, while Inpp5f is
not required for CST development and maintenance without injury, removing Inpp5f increases the density of sprouting CST
fibers rostral to the lesion.
Inpp5f-null mice show enhanced functional recovery after T7
dorsal hemisection
To understand if the anatomical plasticity and regeneration observed in Inpp5f deletion mice has functional significance, we
tracked locomotor performance of injured mice in two behavioral tests: BMS and rotarod. In the BMS test, while control and
Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ both start at the perfect score of 9 before injury and
decrease to scores ⬍1 (i.e., close to complete paralysis) one day
after injury, Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ group recovers significantly more quickly
and more completely (Fig. 7a). By day 7 after injury, the
Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ group has an average score of close to 3. Most animals
exhibit extensive ankle movement and some were able to achieve
proper paw placement, weight support, and beyond using their
hindlimbs. On the other hand, the control group only achieved
an average score between 1 and 2 by day 7. Most of animals in the
control group exhibit slight to extensive ankle movement with
few exhibiting more advanced hindlimb functions. The
Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ group (n ⫽ 26) maintained their advantage in functional recovery over the control group (n ⫽ 29) over the following 4 weeks, with a final BMS score of 4.08 ⫾ 0.29 versus 3.09 ⫾
0.21 ( p ⬍ 0.001, one-way repeated-measure ANOVA).
Given the greater BMS recovery of the Inpp5f-null group
within 7 d, we considered whether there might be an unexpected
neuroprotective effect in addition to an early sprouting effect. We
quantified tissue sparing at the epicenter of dorsal hemisection
injury (Fig. 8a). Although there was no statistically significant

Figure 8. Tissue sparing cannot account for improved recovery in Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ mice. a, Quantification of the extent of tissue sparing. Phase-contrast images of sagittal spinal cord sections
were collected from every section in every animal. On each section, the yellow line indicates
distance of spared tissue. The green line indicates extent of healthy spinal cord. Spared tissue
fraction of each animal was calculated by the ratio of the sum of all yellow lines in each animal
and the sum of all green lines in each animal. All measurements were performed blind to
genotypes. b, Statistically insignificant difference in spared tissue fraction between Inpp5f
knock-out and control groups. No significant difference, p ⬎ 0.05 by Student’s t test. Data are
mean ⫾ SEM for n ⫽ 29 control mice and for n ⫽ 26 Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ mice. c, Improved open-field
locomotion recovery in Inpp5f knock-out mice after strictly controlling for differences in spared
tissue fraction. This subanalysis only included animals with spared tissue fraction between 0.15
and 0.4. Data are mean ⫾ SEM for n ⫽ 13 control (Ctrl) mice and for n ⫽ 10 Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ mice.
*p ⬍ 0.05, **p ⬍ 0.01, one-way repeated-measure ANOVA across time series followed by post
hoc test between genotypes at indicated times. d, No difference in spared tissue fraction between Inpp5f knock-out and control groups in animals used for subanalysis in c. Data are
mean ⫾ SEM for n ⫽ 13 control mice and for n ⫽ 10 Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ mice. Control mice include
both WT and Inpp5f ⫹/⫺ mice.

difference between groups (Fig. 8b), there is a nonsignificant
trend to tissue preservation in the Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ group. We performed a post hoc secondary analysis to stratify animals by lesion
severity, confining the analysis to intermediate tissue loss (Fig.
8d). Even with this stratification, there is a robust enhancement
in BMS recovery in Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ group compared with controls
(Fig. 8c; p ⬍ 0.01). We conclude that the greater BMS recovery
after SCI is more likely because of axon growth rather than
neuroprotection.
As a secondary outcome measure, the same mouse cohort was
assessed for rotarod performance after SCI. While the two genotype groups behave similarly before injury (Fig. 7b), the
Inpp5f ⫺/⫺ group is able to stay on the rotating drum almost twice
as long as the control group on day 35 after injury (Fig. 7c).
Together, the BMS and rotarod data demonstrate that greater
functional recovery from SCI accompanies greater axonal growth
after CNS trauma in mice lacking Inpp5f.

Discussion
Through an unbiased functional screen, we identified 18 phosphatases that negatively regulate CNS axon growth after injury,
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including 17 phosphatases not previously known to function in
this capacity in neurons. Unexpectedly, our screen highlighted
metabolism of water-soluble and water-insoluble inositol phosphates as a key pathway that regulates CNS axon growth after
injury. Using gene-targeted mice, we specifically investigated
how one of the hit genes, Inpp5f (Sac2), suppresses recovery both
on the anatomical and functional levels after SCI in vivo. Inactivation of Inpp5f led to enhanced regeneration and sprouting of
serotonergic fibers below the injury level, enhanced sprouting of
injured corticospinal fibers above the injury level, and enhanced
locomotor performance in open-field and rotarod tests. Thus,
our study demonstrated the promise of an unbiased functional
genomic discovery method and uncovered a previously unknown
suppressor of CNS regeneration.
While there is substantially greater locomotor recovery and
axonal sprouting after traumatic SCI when the Inpp5f gene is
deleted, the most critical anatomical pathways are not defined
here. In mice, the CST is dispensable for unskilled locomotor
functions as those tested by open-field BMS score and rotarod
(Siegel et al., 2015). The raphe nuclei, on the other hand, may
provide the basis for enhanced recovery in Inpp5f-null mice.
While some intraspinal serotonergic axons are found in mice, the
vast majority of serotonergic fibers that we observed in the lumbar spinal cord likely originate from the raphe nuclei in the brainstem. Given the high expression of Inpp5f in brainstem and the
activating effect of raphespinal innervation in the spinal cord,
enhanced regeneration and sprouting of the raphespinal tract can
be a major driver of enhanced functional recovery observed in
Inpp5f-null mice. Directly testing this hypothesis by inactivating
the raphe nuclei using pharmacogenetic tools will be of significant interest (Siegel et al., 2015). In addition to the CST and
raphespinal tract, two other descending projections may contribute to enhanced functional recovery in Inpp5f knock-out mice.
Rubrospinal tract and reticulospinal tract are both important for
recovery of locomotor functions after SCI (Schucht et al., 2002).
Inpp5f is expressed in the red nuclei and the reticular formations
in adult mice and humans [Allen Brain Atlas (Lein et al., 2007)].
Injecting retrograde tracers into spinal cord below the lesion coupled to a complete lesion may be able to shed light on changes in
regeneration properties of these two tracts in Inpp5f-null mice.
This study focused on the screen of phosphatases and the validation of Inpp5f as an axon growth regeneration inhibitor. Initial biochemical studies pointed to the 5-position of PI(4,5)P2 and
PI(3,4,5)P3 as the preferred substrates of Inpp5f (Minagawa et al.,
2001), and raised the possibility that it may mimic the regeneration
action of PTEN. However, rapamycin does not reduce the increased
regeneration observed in Inpp5f-null neurons (Fig. 4) or after
Inpp5f silencing (our unpublished observations), suggesting alternative mechanisms and substrates. Recent work from our group and
others identified the 4-position of PI(4)P as the substrate in nonneuronal cells (Hsu et al., 2015; Nakatsu et al., 2015). At a cellular
level, the primary role of Inpp5f (Sac2) is in the regulation of endocytic events (Hsu et al., 2015; Nakatsu et al., 2015). There is preexisting evidence that membrane traffic plays a key role in axonal
extension. A recent high-profile study described a link between ER
and endosome contact in mediating axonal extension (Raiborg et al.,
2015). Over many years, membrane addition and subtraction from
distal tip of the axon has been appreciated as crucial for regulating
growth rates. We showed that semaphorins, as extracellular cues
inhibiting extension and collapsing growth cones, stimulate local
and massive macropinocytosis at the growth cone (Fournier et al.,
2000). In C. elegans, loss of function in any of three endocytosis genes
(unc-26/synaptojanin, unc-57/endophilin, and unc-41/stonin) re-

sults in decreased regeneration (Chen et al., 2011). Multiple studies
have demonstrated that new membrane is added to the distal axon
tip during growth, and the growth cone is known to be highly enriched in endomembranous stacks (Cheng and Reese, 1987; Lockerbie et al., 1991; Diefenbach et al., 1999; Hazuka et al., 1999; Tojima et
al., 2007; Kolpak et al., 2009). Dendritic branching in Drosophila is
intimately connected with Golgi outposts (Ye et al., 2007). Thus,
Inpp5f regulation of distal membrane traffic may be crucial for effective regeneration via regulation of membrane addition.
We focused our attention on Inpp5f because of its robust
phenotype in the primary screen and follow-up assays as well as
Inpp5f’s favorable safety profile in contrast to that of PTEN as a
potential therapeutic target. In mice, Inpp5f-null animals develop and reproduce normally and exhibit no adverse phenotypes
under basal conditions. Despite two recent correlative studies
(Kim et al., 2014; Nalls et al., 2014), human INPP5F loss of function is not known to cause adverse medical conditions. In contrast, loss-of-function PTEN mutations in humans are frequent
drivers in glioblastoma, endometrial cancer, and prostate cancer
cases (Hollander et al., 2011). In mice, whole-body removal of
PTEN in adult mice via conditional Cre-mediated genomic excision leads to 100% lethality within 28 d (data not shown). Overall, INPP5F’s favorable safety profile adds to its promise as a
potential therapeutic target to improve recovery after SCI.
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